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and Innovation, and the Australian Studies Committee. The book also draws heavily on the work of the World Values Survey Association, including the sixth release of the data, and I am particularly grateful to Ronald Inglehart and all members of the Executive Committee who facilitated inclusion of the electoral integrity battery in the sixth wave survey. The book has also been shaped by many students who have taken my Harvard classes over the years, where we discuss challenges of electoral integrity, theories of democratization and measures of the quality of democratic governance, and the most effective policy reforms that address these issues.

The intellectual foundations for this study build on my previous research. Earlier books for Cambridge University Press have compared electoral institutions, voting behavior, political culture, and processes of policy reform, including studies about electoral rules (Electoral Engineering), value change and societal modernization, public support for democratic principles and practices (Critical Citizens, Democratic Deficit), patterns of political engagement and activism (Democratic Phoenix), the distribution of religious and secular values (Sacred and Secular), women’s representation and gender equality (Rising Tide), the impact of political communications and new digital technologies (A Virtuous Circle, Digital Divide, Cosmopolitan Communications), and the design of power-sharing constitutions (Driving Democracy). As the next step, it seems timely and important to turn from analyzing multiple dimensions of elections to addressing some of the potential problems.

This work also arose, as with previous volumes, from experience in directing the work of the democratic governance practice within the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), which confronted me with the practical challenges of democratic development. I learned a tremendous amount from discussions with UNDP colleagues, and also from collaboration and talks with many other international development agencies on the Electoral Integrity Project, including the Carter Center, the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES), International IDEA, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, the Organization of American States, the Kofi Annan Commission, Global Integrity, the Sunlight Foundation, the National Democratic Institute, USAID, and the UK Electoral Commission.

Part of the original stimulus for developing the project was my awareness and frustration with a growing disconnect between the standard scholarship on elections and voting behavior, nurtured in the conventional comparative laboratory of Western democracies, and the way the world around us has transformed electoral practices during recent decades. While students of democratization, authoritarian regimes, and comparative politics had picked up on new research themes, which challenges conventional thinking, the subfield of elections and voting behavior was lagging behind developments.

Contemporary headlines around the world have reinforced the importance of understanding the issues considered in this book, not least the unfolding back-and-forth developments of the Arab uprisings. These events, like the
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The transformation of postcommunist Central and Eastern Europe in the early 1990s, were often carried out in the name of promoting democratic elections, although early hopes have been dashed by bloodshed and instability. Elsewhere the outcome of elections that generated street protests in places as diverse as Harare, Moscow, Caracas, Bangkok, and Kuala Lumpur reinforced the notion that we need to understand the source of public discontent and what could be done to address these concerns.

I also appreciate all colleagues and friends who provided encouraging comments about this project during its gestation, including Sarah Birch, David Carroll, Ivor Crewe, Larry Diamond, Jorge Dominguez, Jörgen Elklit, David Ellwood, Graeme Gill, Ben Goldsmith, Thad Hall, Carolien Van Ham, Susan Hyde, John Keane, Alex Keyssar, Larry LeDuc, Margaret Levy, Jane Mansbridge, Ian McAllister, Marc Plattner, Lily Rahim, Ben Reilly, Andy Reynolds, Sidney Verba, and Chad Vickery. I received invaluable feedback from presentations of draft chapters and from the comments of discussants at several international workshops and meetings, including the Madrid pre-IPSA Workshop on Electoral Integrity in June 2012, the Harvard Workshop on Challenges of Electoral Integrity at the Weatherhead Center for International Affairs in June 2013, the American Political Science Association meeting and workshop in Chicago in 2013, and from faculty seminars every semester at Harvard’s Kennedy School and the University of Sydney’s Department of Government and International Relations annual research retreat. Finally, as always, the support of Cambridge University Press has proved invaluable, particularly the patience, efficient assistance, and continuous enthusiasm of my editor, Lew Bateman, as well as the helpful comments of the reviewers.